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Abstract
By using SN 1987a as a ‘source’ of neutrinos with energy - 10 MeV
we place limits on the couplings of neutrinos with cosmic background
particles. Specifically, we find that the Majoron-electron
neutrino
coupling must be less than about 10W3; if neutrinos couple to a
massless vector particle, its dimensionless coupling must be less than
about 10m3; and if neutrinos couple with strength g to a massive
boson of mass M, then g/M must be less than 12MeV-‘.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Supernova 1987a in the Large Magellanic
was detected by underground

neutrino

Cloud’

produced a pulse of neutrinos

that

detectors 213. The great distance to the supernova,

D = 55 f 15kpc, and the concommitant

long travel time, affords a unique opportunity

to

place limits on the properties of neutrinos, limits that in some instances cannot be matched
by terrestrial

experiments.

Limits on neutrino

been set using the information

obtained from SN 1987a. In this paper we consider the limits

that can be placed on ‘secret’ interactions
(CBPs). By secret interactions,
interactions

mass 4, lifetimes, and mixing angles5 have

of neutrinos

we mean interactions

with cosmic background

particles

not shared by charged particles, i.e.,

beyond those in the SVs x SUs x Ur model.

Although

the interactions

of neutrinos

with

‘matter’

(electrons,

protons,

neutrons,

nuclei, etc.) are weak, it is possible that neutrinos

have ‘stronger than weak’ interactions

with other unknown

or with themselves’~‘.

particles

stable and weakly-interacting,

(e.g., Majoron&‘),

If a particle

is

it should be present today as a CBP. The detection

of

neutrinos from SN 1987a requires that the mean free path of neutrinos
is comparable

to or greater than the distance to the supernova.

through the CBPs

This results in limits to

the cross sections of neutrinos with themselves and with other particles (o 5 10-z5cmZ).
The neutrino events detected in the Kamiokanda
are in qualitative

agreement with the predicted

11s and IMB3 underground

neutrino

detectors

flux from a Type II supernova.

The data can best be fit if the bulk of the events are due to pe capture, i~=ep-+ efn, with
an incident De flux of the order of 10’0cm-2
any substantial
to the scattering

[ref. 81. Since this is about what is predicted,

decrease in the D. flux either due to the decay of neutrinos in flight or due
of neutrinos

in flight can be ruled out. Although

suggests the existence of some vie-

+ vie-

addition

of the incident neutrinos

to De capture, the identity

(Vi = v,, oe, v,,, .o,,, Y,, pr) scatterings

ascertained, so we must focus on limits to the interactions

II. NEUTRINO
To

start,

the data also strongly

MEAN

in

in such processes cannot be

of pe’s.

FREE PATH

let us assume that e=.‘s with energy E = (]A’ + m2)r12 > rno. are emitted

from the supernova and scatter off a background
space density is fx(pT.

The Boltsmann

of particles

(denoted as X) whose phase

equation for the evolution
2

of the neutrino

phase

space density f(p),

due to v(p)X(px)

+ v(p’)X(&)

scattering

is

2Edf(P3
- dt _- - fm /
X

I

g

x(M(vX

[l -

f&q]

$qP

+ PX -P’-

Pk)

-+ u’X’)j2.

Note that X could also be a neutrino.

(1)

In En.(l),

the +(-)

sign obtains if X is a boson

(fermion).
The elastic reaction VX + vX does not lead to a decrease in the neutrino flux; however,
if the background
neutrino.

X is light (M < E) the reaction can lead to substantial

energy loss of the

The relevant detectors 213have threshold energies of the order of lo-20

a low-energy final-state

neutrino

will have energy much less than the detection threshold,

and is effectively removed from the ‘detectable’
temperatures

MeV, and

flux. Since the CBPs are expected to have

of the order of low4 eV, scattered neutrinos will often lose significant

energy

and be removed from the detectable flux. Also, because the initial X has such low energy,
the production
of momentum

of a neutrino

]pl from the collision of an incident neutrino

]p’] has been ignored in Eq.(l).

If we assume that fx(&)
or Fermi degeneracy),
definition

of momentum

and f(p’) are much less than one (i.e., no Bose condensation

the occupancy

factors [l f f] can be neglected.

With the usual

of the cross section,

xli4(p + px - p’ - p&)IM(vX
the Boltzmann

d3p’ (29~)~
-2E’ (~TT)~
+ v’X’)12,

(2)

equation becomes

1 df(Fl _
/ $f(pir)l
f dt
where s = (p + p~)~.

If we consider the evolution

77x- tqu(s)
of f(pJ for p’ in the direction

from the

source to the detector

---1 df G x-1 =
/
f&
where y (- tlCvl)

is the distance from the source in the direction

r.h.s. of Eq.(4) is simply the inverse of the mean free path X.
3

of the detector.

The

With

iv’xl = 0 and u(s) = constant

= oe, the usual result, A-’

= tzxoe, obtains,

where the number density of X particles is
nx =

J

%fx(Cx).

However if Iv;Cl # 0, or if o(s) depends upon s, Eq.(4) must be integrated

to find the mean

free path.
The mass of the electron neutrino

is known to be less than about 20eVQ, and the

energies of the detected neutrinos are of the order of 10MeV or greater, so the mass of the
neutrino

can be ignored. In this limit
s + Ma + 2EEx(l-

2~)

where z = cos 0 and 0 is the incident v - X angle. The mean free path is then given by
x-1

=

1
-~md~~xll~xl’f(~x)j_:d~[1+~-2~E]1’2u(~).
4x2 o

We consider two limits for M, non-relativistic
relativistic

(ER): Ip’xl/Ex

(NR):

I$xl/Ex

-+ 0, and extreme-

-+ 1. In these limits, Eq.(7) gives

dExE$f(Ex)/+~dr[l

nxa(s

(7)

--z]~/~o(s

=2EEx(i-z))

(ER)

= M2 + 2EM)

FRI.

We will also consider two forms for the cross section, u(s) = a/s and u(s) = as/M4,
a is a model-dependent,
if the scattering

dimensionless constant.

is mediated

(8)

where

The first form would apply, for instance,

by the exchange of a massless particle.

describes scattering mediated by the exchange of a boson of

mass

The second form

M > s.

The mean free path for different choices of u(s) is given in terms of the incident neutrino
energy, E, by
2anx J,” dExExf

(Ex)

14s) = al-4
[u(s) = a/M’]
[u(s) = as/M4].

(9)

Note that without

including

the velocity factors, X -+ 0 for o = a/s.

It is usually the case that the phase-space density of X’s can be written
a thermal

distribution;

fx($x)

= [exp(Ex/T)

statistics,

s = +l for Fermi-Dirac

statistics,

+ cl-‘,

in terms of

where s = -1 for Bose-Einstein

and E = 0 for Maxwell-Boltzmann

statistics.

It then follows that

b(s) = 44
(10)

[u(s) = a/M21
[u(s) = as/M4]
where
I
The functions

_ &‘= dzz”‘f(z
mn - 1,” dz z”f(s

= E/T)
= E/T) ’

(11)

112 and 1s~ are given by
(Maxwell - Boltzmann)
-

= 0.68422

(Bose - Einstein)

(12)

(Fermi - Dirac)
and
f3
232 =

(Maxwell - Boltzmann)

7r4

3050

= 2.70

(Bose - Einstein)
(13)

7*4
lSO5(3) = 3.15
III. LIMITS
It is unavoidable
sumptions

(Fermi - Dirac)

ON SECRET

that all limits obtained

INTERACTIONS

will be model dependent,

about the number of densities of CBPs.

self-consistent

manner.

and involve &s-

However, they can be obtained

in a

In this section we will first consider two generic cases, neutrino

coupling to a massless spin-one boson, and neutrino coupling to a massive spin-one boson.
We will then consider a specific model, the Majoron
We will assume that neutrinos
coupling

of the form giGi7,viX”

interact

models.

with a spin-one boson ‘X’ through

(i = e, p, r...).

Of course, the interaction

‘secret’, i.e., the X cannot couple (or if it does, only couples very weakly)
particles.

If the boson is massless, then s ti 2ET - (60eV)2.

must be
to charged

If the mass of the X exceeds

w 60 eV, it will be considered ‘massive’ otherwise it will be considered ‘massless’.
5

a vector

We will further assume that the neutrino and the X temperature
hot big bang cosmology”,

T = (4/11)‘i3T,

is that in the standard

Y 1.9 K, so that the number density of X’s

= 139cmm3, where n7 is the present photon number density.

is: nx = (1.9/2.7)3n,

If

neutrinos are massive, they may annihilate

into X’s in the early Universe and not survive

as CBPs. This would remove the neutrinos

as CBPs and increase the temperature

X’s relative to photons.

The factor by which it is increased is model dependent (how many

species of massive Y’S, etc.), and hence the choice T = 1.9 K for the X is a
one. If neutrinos are present, we will assume the same temperature,
results in a number density of 55cme3
A. Neutrino
The scattering

of the

for each type of neutrino

COn8erVative

1.9 K, for them. This

(u., D., v,, p,,, . ..).

Coupling to a Massless (M 5 60eV) Boson

of the neutrino with background

X’s is described by the familiar

(ER)

Compton form
(14)
where, as usual, t = (p’ - P)~, and the final energy of the neutrino
total cross section is found by integrating
Note that there is a logarithmic
exchange of a massless v.
neutrino energy. Although

Eq.(14) over the limits of integration

divergence at t = --s. This corresponds

The

--s 5 t 5 0.

to the t-channel

It occurs whenever the final X carries off all of the initial
the cross section formally

the X emerges with EX = E, with high probability
X (XX

is E’ = (1 + t/s)E.

diverges, there is a physical cutoff. If
it can scatter with another background

-+ YV) to produce another neutrino with energy E. In the opposite limit, t + 0,

the neutrino

retains all of its incident energy, and is not removed from the “detectable”

flux. The relevant factor is not the total cross section, but the cross section that describes
the transport

of energy of the incident neutrino

This requires a significant

by scattering

energy loss by the initial neutrino,

with low-energy
some substantial

particles.
fraction

of

s. We can calculate the relevant fraction of the total cross section by taking the limits of
integration

to be -s(l

- 6) 5 t 5 -es. The relevant part of the cross section then is
-m
B(UX -+ UX) =
dt(do/dt)
I -#(l-r)

=&
If we choose s = l/10, a(vX

[(1-2c)+2ln(e)].

(15)

+ YX) = 0.103g4/s, or following the notation of the previous

section, a = 0.103g4.
6

Assuming that X is the only CBP
A-’ = %nxIlz
The requirement

DX-’

< 1 (D = 1.7

If there are background
XX,

= 4.5 x 10-‘2g4cm-‘.

(16)

1023cm) is satisfied if g 5 1.1

x

10p3.

x

neutrinos, the incident L’. can scatter via 0&. + o$=., D&. -+

GNU. -+ GNU., and D~.v. -+ &z

Dir/i. If other species of neutrinos

are also present

ss CBPs, then ii. can scatter via p,Yi + Levi, DcUi -+ DeI?i (i # c). The differential
sections, da/dt,

cross

and effective cross sections, a, for the various processes are given in Table

1. In reactions involving neutrinos other than vc, we have assumed that all gi’s are equal:
gi E g.
If we assume that the present number density for all neutrinos is nyi = no; = 55cme3,
the inverse mean free path is given by a sum over all the processes from Table 1. Assuming
two types of neutrinos

other than v., X-r is given by

A-’ =4.5 x lo-“g4cm-’

+ &gz,Il~

(0.056 + 0.916

+ 0.685 + 2 x 0.010 + 4 x 0.741)
= 5.8 x lo-“g4cm-‘.
The requirement

DA-’

(17)

< 1 is satisfied only if g < 5.6

x

10e4.

If neutrinos couple to a massless spin-one boson and all neutrino
then the coupling must be less than about 5.6 x 10e4. If neutrinos

species are massless,

are massive they might

not be present as CBPs, and in that case the coupling must be less than 1.1
We have not been explicit

10e3.

about precisely how much the flux of energy carried by

Q=.‘scan decrease and still be consistent with the experimental
specify a definite

x

limit to t and (D/X).

the choices made for c or (D/X),

result&

3. To do so would

H owever, our results are not very sensitive to

b ecause the limit to g is proportional

to (X/D)‘/“.

For

instance, if we choose c = 0.3, then the limit is g 5 6.6 x 10e4. If we require X-‘D

5 3,

then the limit increases by a factor of 3rj4 c- 1.32.
B. Neutrino

Coupling to a Massive (M 2 60eV) Boson

If neutrinos couple to a massive spin-one boson (of mass M) through a vector coupling
of the form giDi7,viX“,
by a Lagrangian

the effective low-energy neutrino

interactions

would be described

of the form
LI =

$GiYfiUiGjY’Uj.

7

08)

In the following we will assume gi E g for all i, and that all neutrino

species are present

as CBPs. A massive X whould decay to vu, and would not be present as a CBP.
The various reactions
differential

involving

an incident

Q~ are given in Table 2, along with the

cross sections, and the cross section relevant in the calculation

of the mean free

path. Again, assuming nyi = n.0; c- 55cmw3, Eq.(lO) results in
X-1 &T&E

TnxI32

[5.74 x lOma + 5.68 x 10-i

+ 2 x 1.93 x 1o-2 + 4 x 4.15 x 10-21
=2.92 X 10e2* (M, $eV)4cm-’
DX-’

using E = 0.1. The requirement

5 1 implies that g/(M/MeV)

5 12. If we assume

that g z e = 0.3, then M > 2.5 x 1O’eV.
C. The Majoron Model
The Majoron

model of Gelmini and Roncadelli‘j

in which neutrinos

have secret interactions.

In the model, Majorana

Y, couple to a massless spin-0 boson (the Majoron)
neutrino masses are proportional
Neutrinos

into Majorons

Mejorons

relative to the neutrino

will depend upon the number of neutrinos

and we will take the present Majoron

temperature

are spin-O, nM = (1/2)(1.9/2.7)3n7

The differential

This has two

relative to the photons (in the same way that e+etemperature).

The

with msss greater than

10eV. To be conservative we will ignore the possible increase of the Majoron
Majorons

as

species ss a CBP, and increases the temperature

increases the photon temperature

temperature

v,, v,, and

with couplings gii (; = e, p, r). The

of the Universe drops below the mass of the neutrino’l”.

of the cosmic background

model

to the gii. We will assume all gii are equal, gii s g.

effects. It deplete8 the relevant neutrino

Majoron

neutrinos

with masses in excess of about 1OeV would annihilate

the temperature

annihilation

is a definite and well-studied’

temperature,

to be TM = TV = 1.9 K. Since the

N 70cme3.

cross section for oeM -+ D=.M scattering

du
-=-

is

g4 4+ s
.
dt
32x5 [ s t+sf3
This, of course, has the expected divergence at t = -s. Employing

1

(20)

the same cutoff as

before,
a&M

--+ z&M) =&

[In(e)

=4.18 x lo-‘g4/s
8

-(l-26)]
(s = 0.1).-

(21)

If Majorons

are the only CBPs, then
x-1 = EnMIl2
w4

The requirement

that DA-’

= 9.13 x 10-‘3g4cm-‘.

(22)

5 1 leads to the limit g < 1.6 x 10m3.

If mu. 5 lOeV, D.‘S would survive primordial

annihilation

and be present as CBPs”.

In that case, possible scattering channels for the incident u= are: D.D. + v.v., Y,,v,, v,.vr,
ti#=, ~,,fi,,, li,~,, and .oeeye+ v.Q~., MM.
A-’ = 9.13 x lo-13g4cm-’
and DA-’
Finally,

Using ny( = noi = 55cme3, we find

+ 6.71 x 10-13g4cm-’

= 1.58 x lo-“g4cm-‘,

(23)

< 1 gives g 5 1.4 x 10m3.
if myr and rr~,~ have masses less than lOeV, they also would be present ss

CBPs and the channels p=O, + u.v,,, DEWY,,
+ Y.P~, fiepr + v.vr,

~,v, + vcur are open,

and we find
A-’ = 1.95 x 10-12g4cm-1

(241

and the limit to g is g < 1.3 x 10m3.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Interactions
nity to constrain

of neutrinos with cosmic background
the interactions

of neutrinos

limits that cannot be matched in the laboratory
The first model was a neutrino
the ‘charge’ of the neutrino

interacting

particles provide a unique opportu-

with themselves and/or
setting.

other particles-

We have considered three models.

with a massless spin-one boson. In that case

must be less than about 10e3 (cf., the charge of the electron

e = 0.3). The second model w&s a neutrino

interacting

one boson. In that case g/M

The final model was the Majoron

5 12MeV-‘.

that model the coupling of the Majoron

with a massive (M 2 60eV) spinmode16. In

to ye must be less than about 10m3.
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Table 1: Differential

cross sections and effective cross sections for various processes in-

volving a real or intermediate

msssless vector particle.

The quantity

evaluated with the limits -s(l

- E) 5 t 5 --SC Results for processes with a V, are the

same as those for v~.
7

dslg’
Process

(da/dt)(8ns2/g4)

E = 0.1

E = 0.3

GeX + l&x

+++

0.103

0.031

G&. + xx

-7j1 [&+yq

0.056

0.010

GeGe+ u,u,

l+,+m2

0.916

0.395

0.685

0.359

0.010

0.005

0.741

0.335

G&, -+ G&.
D.U, + G&p&&
l&u, -+ G.U,

2

2[1+*+9]
[f+W]
$+p+q

I

Table 2: Same as Table 1, but for a massive vector particle of mass M.

T
Process
G&e -+ G&ve
G&, --a G&.
G&, -+ GPUF
D&p + G&p

(do/dt)(8rM4/g4)
+ [492 + (s +
4(.s + tp +
(s + t)l
(s + tp

aM4,
E = 0.1
5.74 x 10-s
5.68 x 10-r
1.93 x 10-s
4.15 x 10-s

t)2 + P]

82 + t2
+ t2
+ 2

Table 3: Same as Table 1, but for the Majoron

model.
as/g4

Process

t&M --+ L&M
GNU. -+ MM
GeUi

--t

U.Oi

GeGi

+

UeUi

GeGe--t GiGi
GeGe

+

UiUi

(du/dt) (32~s~ /g’)
;+e+3

6 = 0.1
4.18 x 1O-z

E = 0.3
1.82 x 1O-2

-++A+31
1 t

2.97 x 10-s

2.35 x lo-’

7.96
7.96
7.96
7.96

3.98
3.98
3.98
3.98

1
1
1
1

10

x
x
x
x

1O-3
1O-3
1O-3
1O-3

x
x
x
x

1O-3
1O-3
1O-3
1O-3

B is J(du/dt)dt
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